Chamber FX in partnership with

Imports and Exports
A GUIDE FOR SMEs
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Opportunity
UK businesses are a force to be reckoned
with on the global commercial stage.
Government statistics from the Department of Trade
show that in 2018, the UK imported USD669.6bn of
goods from around the world, 4.4% of total global
imports. Of those, 53.7% came from the EU, 21.6%
from Asia and 11.9% from Northern America.
When it comes to exports, the UK has yet to
realise its potential. UK businesses that export
grow almost twice as fast as those with only
domestic markets, according to research by
Capital Economics for UK Export Finance.

$670bn
An estimated 19% of UK SMEs have the potential to
export but do not, despite a YouGov survey showing
that 42% of exporters increasing profits by up to 20%
and a further 9% reporting an increase over 20%.
The import and export of goods can create risk
and put pressure on costs and prices due to
fluctuating currency values and the resources
required to manage the process. However, there
is still an opportunity for SMEs to grow across the
globe and increase profitability in the long-term.
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What does the UK import?
VEHICLES

Consumer and B2B markets are addressed
by importers, encompassing services, goods
and components for UK manufacture.
Department of Trade figures show that in
2018, 12.8% of UK imports were of machinery,
including computers, valued at USD85.9bn.
Electrical machinery (9.5%), vehicles (11.2%), pharmaceuticals
(4.5%), optical, technical and medical apparatus (2.8%) and
clothing (1.9%) all feature in the top ten imports to the UK.



11.2%
ELECTRICAL MACHINERY



9.5%
PHARMACEUTICALS



4.5%
OPTICAL, TECHNICAL &
MEDICAL APPARATUS

MACHINERY, INCLUDING COMPUTERS



$85.9bn
12.8% of UK imports



2.8%
CLOTHING



1.9%
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Importing
from the EU
to the UK
A post-Brexit
checklist

1. Make sure your business has an Economic
Operator Registration and Identification
(EORI) number that starts with GB.
2. Implement a plan for customs import declarations:
a.

In-house.

b. External customs agent.

3. Check which customs procedures are
required for your imports:
a.

Transitional Simplified Procedures reduce the
amount of information required at the border.

b. The Common Transit Convention (CTC) simplifies how goods
pass through customs and when customs duties are paid.
c. Set up a duty deferment account to make one payment
of customs duties a month instead of paying for individual
shipments. (Required for transitional simplified procedures).

4. Check the rate of customs duties and VAT on all imports:
a.

Additional excise duties levied on imported
alcohol, tobacco and biofuels.

5. Check specific requirements for imported goods:
a.

Import licences or certificates.

b. Labelling and marketing standards for importing
food, plant seeds and manufactured goods.

Visit the Brexit Hub for the latest on managing your business in Europe: https://www.britishchambers.org.uk/page/brexit-hub
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Top Five Markets for UK Exports
According to a recent report from accountancy firm BDO, only 11% of British
firms export overseas, delivering the following revenue:

Ireland
USD28.3bn

United States

(5.9%)

France
USD31.8bn
(6.6%)

Netherlands
USD33.3bn
(6.9%)

Germany

USD64.4bn

USD47bn

(13.3% of total
UK exports)

(9.7%)
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UK industry and innovation across the world

Exports of goods and
services to the EU were
worth £274 billion in 2017.

The largest market for
exports of motor vehicles is
the US, including Puerto Rico,
totalling £51.4 billion in 2017.

30.7% of the UK’s clothing
and footwear exports are
sold to China, with a further
24.7% sold to Hong Kong.

Asia is the fastest
growing market for the
UK automotive sector.

The UK remains is the world’s
leading net exporter of financial
services, generating an industry
trade surplus of £68bn in 2017.

Data taken from ONS and Bank of England official statistics for UK exports.
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Excellence across a
range of industries
ą The manufacture of machinery, including
computers, represents 15% of the UK’s
total exports. From innovative engineering
design to quality production makes British
goods popular throughout the world.
ą Electrical machinery and equipment makes
up for a further 6.1% of British exports,
demonstrating the UK’s cutting edge
approach to design and manufacturing.
ą When it comes to innovation, the British
aerospace industry punches above
its weight on the global stage and
accounts for 4.1% of all British exports.
ą Vehicle manufacture is another area
where the UK excels, 11.4% of all
exports come from the UK with several
major production plants as well as
heritage brands such as Rolls Royce.
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Opportunities and challenges
for British exporters
Nearly half of all British exports are sent to EU member countries, but it’s not
the extent of the UK’s reach. More than a fifth of British exports are sent to Asian
countries and 15.2% of goods were shipped to North America. British exports are
found right across the world, from Australia to Africa and everywhere in between.
Key concerns for SMEs not currently exporting include export procedures
and red tape, late payments and international payment processes.
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Exporting
from the UK
to the EU
A post-Brexit
checklist

1. Make sure your business has an Economic Operator
Registration and Identification (EORI) number that
starts with GB to continue exporting goods.
a.

NB: Within the EU, your importer will need an EU EORI number.

2. Decide who will make the export declarations:
a.

In-house.

b. External customs agent.

3. Decide if you want to export your goods using transit:
a.

The Common Transit Convention (CTC) simplifies how goods pass
through customs and when the importer pays customs duties.

4. Check the rate of tax and duty for specific classification of goods.
5. Check additional requirements for specific classifications of goods:
a.

Licences and certificates.

b. Rules for exporting alcohol, tobacco and certain oils.
c. Rules for exporting controlled goods like firearms.
d. Labelling and marketing standards for exporting
food, plant seeds and manufactured goods.

6. Consider how changes to VAT will impact the business:
a.

VAT refunds from EU countries.

b. VAT on digital services to EU customers.

7. Decide on transport and logistics:
a.

In-house.

b. External provider.

Visit the Brexit Hub for the latest on managing your business in Europe: https://www.britishchambers.org.uk/page/brexit-hub
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Check your
currency
exposure
A checklist for SMEs
The British Chambers of
Commerce has partnered with
Chamber FX to provide an expert
currency service. Delivered in
partnership with moneycorp, the
Chamber FX team works closely
with UK importers and exporters
to provide guidance and support
on the development of a
strategy to address currency risk.
To get started, here’s a handy
checklist of areas to consider
when managing your foreign
exchange exposure and
international payments.

1

2

3

4

Understand your
business objectives
Your business objectives play an
important role in defining an FX
policy and it is important to know
what degree of risk your company
is willing to take and how much
your FX exposure could impact
on your business objectives.

Consider the
strength of
the pound
If you are an importer, a strong
pound tends to be good news for
business. On the other hand, for
an exporting business, a stronger
sterling can make a product or
service more expensive in an
overseas market, or it can reduce
the margins a business is able
to take home when selling its
product or service abroad.

Understand the
state of the target
currency market
Consider the current state of the
currency market you’re looking to
enter. Currencies around the world
may be affected by many factors –
being moved by elements such as
supply and demand, economic growth,
interest rates and politics. From this,
you can develop a strategy to best
manage your foreign exchange risks.

Plan for risk
Planning is the first step to managing
your foreign exchange (FX) risk.
Agreeing on a budgeted exchange
rate for the year will guide your
transactions. Your budgeted rate
should take into account the
volume and timing of your expected
transactions, as well as a realistic
assumption of current and future rates.
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Develop a foreign
exchange policy and
review it regularly
It is important that your policy
complies with and works towards
overall strategy and objectives.
Once agreed, a policy should be
reviewed regularly and be flexible
enough to reflect the constantly
changing nature of the markets.

Investigate payment
service options
Often, a foreign exchange transaction
is just half of the task of managing
international invoices. The time
taken to process payments each
month can add up and detract
from other business activities. Your
business could benefit from an online
system which simplifies payments,
automatically checks banking details
and stored details for future use.

Get help to put
together a strategy
A foreign exchange specialist can
provide guidance and support, as well
as access to a range of currency tools
to help you develop your strategy.
By consulting an expert you will be
able to talk through any concerns
you may have, along with areas of
potential risk within your plan.

Manage your business
relationships
Tracking payments through the
authorisation process is important
in maintaining good supplier
relationships. Look for payment
tracking services, so your suppliers
can be emailed automatically when a
payment has been sent. In challenging
times, key supplier relationships can
be hugely important to your business.

Don’t be tempted
to gamble on the
FX markets
While it’s tempting to hope for
the best or take advantage of
sudden movements in your
favour, abandoning your FX
policy can increase your risk
- extreme movements in the
markets could catch you out.

Communicate
and review
Reporting clarity enables your
business to ensure it’s adhering
to its foreign exchange policy and
making the most of movements
in the markets. It’s best to choose
a system which will have access
to sophisticated reporting tools,
enabling you to keep track of
deals, payments and the progress
of your chosen strategy.
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Chamber FX is brought to
you by currency exchange
experts moneycorp.

Contact us

Hundreds of Chamber members already use
Chamber FX for their business, benefiting from
great rates on 120+ currencies and expert guidance
bespoke to each business from a dedicated account
manager on currency markets and FX risk.

ChamberFX@moneycorp.com
0203 8230 526
www.moneycorp.com/chamber-fx

For every member that signs up with Chamber FX, your
local Chamber will receive a commission that they will use
to provide invaluable services to support local businesses.
Contact the team today for a free, no obligation FX
risk assessment and find out how much you could
save in time and money using Chamber FX.

moneycorp is a trading name of TTT Moneycorp Limited
which is authorised by the Financial Conduct Authority
under the Payment Service Regulations 2017 (reference
number 308919) for the provision of payment services.
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